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Thompson/Center Arms™ Adds 6.5 Creedmoor to the T/C® Family
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., January 17, 2017 – Thompson/Center Arms, has announced that it has added the 6.5 Creedmoor
caliber to its line of products. Danielle Sanville, T/C Brand Manager, said, “The flat-shooting caliber has found a home.
The master gunsmiths at Thompson/Center have added the popular caliber to four of our award-winning product lines,
ensuring that T/C and Creedmoor fans are ready for a once in-a-lifetime shot.”
The Thompson/Center Compass® rifle, recently named 2016 Bolt-Action Gun of the Year by Guns and Ammo Magazine,
has an expanded caliber of offerings for 2017. Now available in the 6.5 Creedmoor caliber, the Thompson/Center
Compass rifle is now chambered in 11 calibers, ranging from .204 Ruger to the .300 Win Mag. This rifle takes the longrange characteristics of the 6.5 Creedmoor and matches it with an adjustable trigger, 5R rifling and a threaded matchgrade barrel for guaranteed MOA accuracy. These and a host of other features allow the T/C Compass to point users in
the right direction - every time - all with an MSRP under $400.
Recognized by the NRA with a Golden Bullseye Award, the Thompson/Center Venture™ Weather Shield® bolt-action rifle
has earned a reputation as a high quality American-made rifle. Now chambered in 6.5 Creedmoor, the rifle comes with
an MOA guarantee. The corrosion-resistant Weather Shield coating offers superior protection whenever and wherever
the hunt requires. The Venture rifle has a 22-inch barrel with 5R rifling, a 1:8 twist rate and an adjustable trigger.
Thompson/Center Dimension® rifle fans can now purchase a 22-inch blued accessory barrel in the 6.5 Creedmoor. The
Dimension rifle platform extends its versatility by adding this popular caliber. T/C Dimension rifle owners already love
the Dimension’s interchangeable system as it allows hunters to change calibers without changing rifles. The new barrel
has a 1:8 twist rate and comes equipped with a magazine kit.
The Thompson/Center Encore® Pro Hunter™ rifle owner can also choose a new barrel option in 6.5 Creedmoor. The
Encore Pro Hunter rifle, with the addition of this accessory barrel, offers new opportunities for Encore Pro fans and
collectors, making it the top choice of hunting enthusiasts everywhere. The stainless, fluted 28-inch barrel comes with a
1:8 twist.
Carrying and protecting a T/C firearm is easy with the new T/C soft-sided rifle case, which is reinforced along the sides
and edges and is fully padded. The case will fit any scoped T/C muzzleloader or T/C family firearm and the zippered
pockets are perfect for carrying T/C accessories and ammunition. This rifle case is a must-have for the serious
competitive shooter, hunter and rugged outdoor enthusiast.
About Smith & Wesson
Smith & Wesson Corp. is a provider of quality firearms for personnel protection, target shooting and hunting in the
global consumer and professional markets. Smith & Wesson is world famous for its handguns and long guns sold under
the Smith & Wesson®, M&P®, and Thompson/Center Arms™ brands. Through its Manufacturing Services Division, Smith
& Wesson Corp. also provides forging, machining, and precision plastic injection molding services to a wide variety of
consumer goods companies. For more information on Smith & Wesson, call (800) 331-0852 or log on to www.smithwesson.com.
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